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Ch. 11 
 

Recovery data1      
 
“If it looks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, we have at least to 
consider the possibility that we have a small aquatic bird of the 

family Anatidae on our hands.” 
-- Douglas Adams 

 

 

Questions to ponder: 
• How does recovery data differ from CJS-type data?  

• Does sampling fish with anglers (fishermen) or sampling ducks with hunters bias the survival rates I am 
trying to estimate? 

• How do I define the encounter rates that are critical to dead recovery data? 
 

 

Models for game species 
 
Few biologists use models to estimate survival from marked animals that are subsequently 
recovered dead.  But, those few biologists work on some important game species—usually 
waterfowl and fish.  These species are typically harvested, at which time the mark (either a 
band/ring or a tag) is discovered and reported.  The reason that few people use this type of data 
is that a biologist has to mark a large cohort of animals to ensure that even a few harvested 
animals have tags.  Thus, “recovery” programs usually involve large efforts—such as the 
waterfowl banding effort by state wildlife agencies in the United States, the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and the Canadian Wildlife Service.   
 
In Chapter 10, we discussed the “apparent survival problem”—created when animals emigrate 
beyond the scope of the capture efforts.  In such situations, animals that emigrate are considered 
“dead” to the model, as the CJS-type analysis cannot distinguish between emigration and 
mortality. 
 
Recovery models typically have built-in characteristics that solve the apparent survival problem.  
For most situations, hunters and anglers (the “recoverers”) exist at a larger spatial scale than the 
study.  So, it is almost impossible for an animal to move beyond the reach of people who would 
report the animal, if it were harvested.  

                                                 
1 With thanks for content to Michael Conroy, Gary White, William Clark, and Evan Cooch 
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Brownie models 
 
Cavell Brownie, with her important publication (Brownie 
et al. 1985), developed models that advanced the use of 
dead recoveries for estimation of survival from waterfowl.  
The context of these “Brownie” models should be 
remembered and explained:  waterfowl are typically 
marked with bands, or rings, in late summer (August and 
early September) in the northern United States and central 
Canada.  Waterfowl then migrate south and are harvested 
by hunters during migration—in September-January, 
typically.  The next spring, the birds return north and are 
once again targeted for marking operations by biologists in 
August (Figure 11.1).   
 
The expected band returns in year i from releases of a cohort, 
Ri, in the same year is  
 

E(rij) = Rifj 
 
Thus, direct recoveries (recoveries that occur immediately after banding/ringing, Figure 11.1) 
are a function of only the sample size released, Ri, and the probability of recovery, fi.  Note that 
survival, Si, is not a part of the formula, because we assume that harvest happens immediately 
after marking, and no birds die between marking and harvest.  However, survival is important 
for indirect recoveries, which must survive ≥1 year after marking before being recovered.  
Thus, to estimate the expected tag returns of indirect recoveries in any year j after releases in 
year i: 
  
 
 
When a bird is released with a band, or ring, we can imagine three possible fates (Figure 11.2): 
(1) the bird may survive the year, (2) the bird may be killed by a hunter, and (3) the bird may die 
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Figure 11.1: Annual cycle showing timing of 
marking and recovery of animals under the 
Brownie-type recovery model. 

Figure 11.2: Possible changes in status for animals after being marked and released under general 
recovery model theory.  Animals killed by hunters have further possibilities for retrieval and reporting of 
data.  Probabilities are defined in the text and are shown on the transitions in this figure. 
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of non-hunting causes.  We can identify, then, two parameters: S, the probability of surviving 
one year, and K, the probability of harvest by a hunter during one year.  When K is applied to all 
birds in the population, waterfowl biologists also define K as the harvest rate: the proportion of 
the population to be affected by harvest in a given year (Figure 11.2). 
 
However, band recovery is definitely not a known-fate process—every bird that is banded and 
harvested is not necessarily reported.  In fact, some birds are shot and never found by the 
hunter, so the birds are not retrieved to the hunter’s bag.  And, hunters who retrieve harvested 
birds with marks may not report the data to a biologist.  Thus, we need to identify some 
parameters to represent the probability of being retrieved (given harvest), c, and the probability 
of being reported (“reporting rate”, given harvest and retrieval), λ (Figure 11.2). 
 

Brownie model structure 
 
Brownie et al. (1985) provided a structure to estimate two parameters: S, the probability of 
surviving one year, and f, the probability of recovery.  Recovery, then, becomes the product of 
K*c* λ  (Figures 11.2 and 11.3).  That is, to be “recovered”, a bird must first by harvested, and 
then retrieved, and then reported.  A failure at any point along this chain of actions results in a 
lack of recovery (and therefore data). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.3: Possible changes in status for animals after being marked and released using 
Brownie-type recovery models with binomial events of survival (S) and recovery (f).  The reader 
should note that this figure is a simplification of Figure 11.2. 
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We can define the probabilities of being released in a given year, i, as part of a cohort of banded 
animals, Ri, as: 

 

Banded,  
released 

Probability of  recovery in Year 

1 2 3 

R1 f1 S1f2 S1S2f3 

R2 
 

f2 S2f3 

R3 
  

f3 

 
Again, we stress the unique feature of Brownie-type recovery models that were built for 
waterfowl—first-year recoveries, gathered immediately after marking, do not require survival 
before encounter.  
 

Estimating survival from recoveries 
 
The data available, then, for the estimation of survival from banded waterfowl can be 

summarized as follows, where mij represents the number of animals recovered in year j that were 
marked in year i. 
 

Banded,  
released 

Recovered in Year 

1 2 3 
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The logic to the estimation of survival for recovered animals is that the recovery rate should be 
the same for all cohorts of released animals (R1, R2, R3, etc.) in a given year.  That is, ducks 
banded this year or last year are experiencing the same hunter pressure (the same harvest rate, 
Figure. 11.2) and retrieval and reporting levels. 
 
As in Chapter 10 and the CJS survival estimator, our survival estimator for recovery-type data, 

where Mij represents the number of marked animals still alive in the population, is 
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And, as with CJS, the problem is that our open population makes it impossible to directly know 

Mij.  So, we must estimate Mij.   
 
As an example, we could postulate that if recovery rate of our marked animals was 100%, then 
M12 would be equal to m12.  But, we know recovery rate is not 100%.  But, it will be possible for 
us to estimate the recovery rate, so we can use the recovery rate to estimate M12 (and by 

extension, any Mij) as: 
 
 
 
How do we estimate the recovery rate?  It is simply the proportion of the banded cohort that is 
recovered in a given time period: 
 
 
 
Then, we can provide the following estimator for survival for year 1 by substituting and doing a 
bit of algebra from the above equations: 
 
 
 
 
 
The structure of the dead recovery model has 
assumptions, which are: 

• Survival estimates are not biased by the 
method of retrieval (hunting). 

• Marked animals are representative of target 
population. 

• Data is properly recorded, no mark loss. 

• Survival is not affected by tagging 
(hunter/angler doesn’t make decision to 
‘sample’ because of tag). 

• Fates of tagged animals are independent. 
 
The first assumption may bear some explaining, as 
this concept can be confusing.   
 
First, it is certainly true that animals die when 
hunters shoot them (Fig. 11.4), or when anglers 
catch them (assuming they are not returned to the 
lake).  But, the act of shooting or angling did not 
take place with the purpose of obtaining the tags—
the tags are found (in secondary fashion) by 
hunters who were hunting for food and recreation.  
Therefore, we use anglers and hunters to sample 
the population at time i, and we assume that the 
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Figure 11.4.  Hunters are used to sample waterfowl in the 
North American Bird Banding Program, such as the 
northern pintail (Anas acuta) in hand here.  IDs on bands 
are reported to the Bird Banding Laboratory in Laurel, 
Maryland, USA (photo provided by Stephen Siddons and 
used with permission).  
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retrieval of tags does not alter a harvest level that is in the process of being established by other 
forces.   
 
Second, survival rates may indeed be a function of hunting/angling, as a source of mortality.  
But, again, the retrieval of tags does not bias that source of mortality, because we use hunters 
and anglers who are already in the field.  If, for example, we sent 10,000 biologists out to harvest 
ducks for the sole purpose of obtaining more bands, we could be violating the first assumption, 
above.     
 
And last, we must emphasize that survival and exploitation rate (harvest) are not necessarily 
linked—it is possible for the probability of harvest, K, to increase in a given year while survival 
also increases because of good weather or low populations of predators.  The potential effects of 
density dependent over-winter survival (a mechanism for compensatory harvest mortality) also 
provide the opportunity for annual probabilities of S and K to be unrelated.   
 

Seber’s model structure 
 
Earlier in this chapter, we stressed the unique feature of Brownie-type recovery models that were 
built for waterfowl—first-year recoveries do not require survival before encounter.  This can be 
an important feature to remember if you are adapting Brownie-type models for use in other 
contexts—perhaps for capture of fish by anglers, for example.  If the harvest takes place 
immediately following marking, the Brownie-type models should be suitable for you.  But, if 
recovery takes place for example, 5-6 months after the initial marking, or right before the next 
marking event, the Brownie-type models will need adjustment to fit your situation—because 
your animals will have had to survive long periods before harvest. 
 
Seber (1970) provided a more generalized recovery model that may be useful when recovery 
does not occur immediately after harvest.  In this model, recovery is assumed to happen any 
time before the next time period (the next mark/release; Figure 11.5).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Figure 11.5: Comparison of annual cycle of marking and recovery events in Brownie-type and 
Seber-type recovery models.   
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Seber model structure 
 
 

 
The difference between the structures of Brownie- and Seber-type recovery models can be seen 
in Figures 11.3 and 11.6.  The contrast is the probability of being released as a member of cohort 
R1 and then subsequently being recovered in either year 1, 2, or 3.  Seber-type model structure 
does not allow recovery, r, in the same year as release, while it is a key feature of Brownie-type 
models.  Both model structures may be useful for different situations if you have recovery data 
to use for survival estimation.  Because Seber’s structure is more generalizable, it may also be 
extended to non-harvest situations where animals are found dead or recovered in other ways.  
 

 

Banded, 
released 

Probability of  recovery in Year 

1 2 3 

Brownie structure: 

     R
1
 f1 S1f2 S1S2f3 

Seber structure: 

    R
1
 

 
S1r2 S1S2r3 

 
 

Conclusion 
 
Recovery data is limited to unique circumstances where large numbers of animals are released 
with tags and subsequently recovered (dead) by hunters or anglers.  This type of data provides 
important information to manage game species, such as waterfowl, gamebirds, and harvested 

Figure 11.6: Possible changes in status for animals after being marked and released using Seber-type recovery models.  Animals 
that do not survive (S) have a further alternative for recovery/reporting (r).   
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fish.  Two model structures are available—Brownie or Seber—depending on the timing of the 
recovering following marking.  
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